
Created on Thursday 14 May, 2020

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Miyako

Miyako bag handle - Red
da: Miyako Design

Modello: KITMIY-3760136650018

The Miyako bag handle is a truly unique model, as
its design is patented and exclusively made by
Miyako. A leather accessory, made in France, that
will allow you to put together a bag in few seconds,
with the only addition of a squared piece of fabric
of 90 cm per side and up. It's also removable,
which means that you can create as many bags as
you want, just by changing the fabric.
Behind the brand Miyako, there's the passion of a firm for
Japan and its thousand-year old concept of furoshiki (a
traditional Japanese wrapping cloth, used to carry clothes,
gifts, or other goods). This is where the inspiration for the
creation of this leather bag handles and straps come from:
they're born to be used in making DIY bags. A high-quality
product that is also eco-friendly, for it uses non-toxic dyes
for the tanning.
Instructions included are in French, but the video tutorial is
easily available and accessible to everyone. 
Dimensions: 50 x 4 cm Thickness: 2,5 mm Weight:
37 grams

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 13 May, 2020

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Miyako

Kyoto bag handle - Silver
da: Miyako Design

Modello: KITMIY-3760136650643

The Kyoto bag handle is a typically Japanese-
inspired handle, with its rings at the two ends that
will let you smoothly wedge the fabric and
therefore quickly do a bag change!
A leather accessory, made in France, that will allow
you to put together a bag in just a few seconds;
with the only addition of a squared piece of fabric
from 90 cm per side and up. It's also removable,
which means that you can concoct as many bags
as you want just by changing the fabric.
Behind Miyako is a firm favorite for Japan and its thousand-
year old concept of furoshiki (a type of traditional Japanese
wrapping cloth traditionally used to transport clothes, gifts,
or other goods) and that's where it gets his inspiration for
the creation of its leather bag handles and straps to use in
the making of DIY bags.
A high-quality product that is also eco-friendly as it uses
non-toxic dyes for the tanning. 
Instructions included are in French, but the video
tutorial is easily available and accessible to
everyone.
Dimensions: 27 x 3 cm cm Thickness: 2,6 mm

Price: € 25.00 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 11 May, 2020

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Miyako

Bandoulière strap - Black
da: Miyako Design

Modello: KITMIY-3760136650216LGM02

A removable strap, easy to use, thanks to its four
"Chicago" screws that will allow you to concoct as
many shoulder bags and clutch bags as you want.
Behind Miyako is a firm favorite for Japan and its
thousand-year old concept of furoshiki (a type of
traditional Japanese wrapping cloth traditionally
used to transport clothes, gifts, or other goods)
and that's where it gets his inspiration for the
creation of its leather bag handles and straps to
use in the making of DIY bags.
A high-quality product that is also eco-friendly as it
uses non-toxic dyes for the tanning.
Dimensions: 125 x 1,5 cm Thickness: 2,6 mm

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 10 May, 2020

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Miyako

Cabas strap - Black (2)
da: Miyako Design

Modello: KITMIY-3760136650247LPM02

A removable strap, easy to use, thanks to its eight
"Chicago" screws that will allow you to concoct as
many shopping bags as you want.
Behind Miyako is a firm favorite for Japan and its
thousand-year old concept of furoshiki (a type of
traditional Japanese wrapping cloth traditionally
used to transport clothes, gifts, or other goods)
and that's where it gets his inspiration for the
creation of its leather bag handles and straps to
use in the making of DIY bags.
A high-quality product that is also eco-friendly as it
uses non-toxic dyes for the tanning.
Dimensions: 50 x 2,5 cm each Thickness: 2,6 mm

Price: € 20.00 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 09 May, 2020

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Miyako

Tote-Bag straps - Gold (2)
da: Miyako Design

Modello: KITMIY-3760136650407LMM18

A removable strap, easy to use, thanks to its eight
"Chicago" screws that will allow you to concoct as
many tote-bags as you want.
Behind Miyako is a firm favorite for Japan and its
thousand-year old concept of furoshiki (a type of
traditional Japanese wrapping cloth traditionally
used to transport clothes, gifts, or other goods)
and that's where it gets his inspiration for the
creation of its leather bag handles and straps to
use in the making of DIY bags.
A high-quality product that is also eco-friendly as it
uses non-toxic dyes for the tanning.
Dimensions: 80 x 2 cm. each. Thickness: 2,6 mm

Price: € 22.00 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 14 May, 2020

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Miyako

Miyako bag handle - Chestnut
da: Miyako Design

Modello: KITMIY-3760136650353

The Miyako bag handle is a truly unique model, as
its design is patented and exclusively made by
Miyako. A leather accessory, made in France, that
will allow you to put together a bag in few seconds,
with the only addition of a squared piece of fabric
of 90 cm per side and up. It's also removable,
which means that you can create as many bags as
you want, just by changing the fabric.
Behind the brand Miyako, there's the passion of a firm for
Japan and its thousand-year old concept of furoshiki (a
traditional Japanese wrapping cloth, used to carry clothes,
gifts, or other goods). This is where the inspiration for the
creation of this leather bag handles and straps come from:
they're born to be used in making DIY bags. A high-quality
product that is also eco-friendly, for it uses non-toxic dyes
for the tanning.
Instructions included are in French, but the video tutorial is
easily available and accessible to everyone. 
Dimensions: 50 x 4 cm Thickness: 2,5 mm Weight:
37 grams

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 14 May, 2020

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Miyako

Miyako bag handle - Copper
da: Miyako Design

Modello: KITMIY-3760136650360

The Miyako bag handle is a truly unique model, as
its design is patented and exclusively made by
Miyako. A leather accessory, made in France, that
will allow you to put together a bag in few seconds,
with the only addition of a squared piece of fabric
of 90 cm per side and up. It's also removable,
which means that you can create as many bags as
you want, just by changing the fabric.
Behind the brand Miyako, there's the passion of a firm for
Japan and its thousand-year old concept of furoshiki (a
traditional Japanese wrapping cloth, used to carry clothes,
gifts, or other goods). This is where the inspiration for the
creation of this leather bag handles and straps come from:
they're born to be used in making DIY bags. A high-quality
product that is also eco-friendly, for it uses non-toxic dyes
for the tanning.
Instructions included are in French, but the video tutorial is
easily available and accessible to everyone. 
Dimensions: 50 x 4 cm Thickness: 2,5 mm Weight:
37 grams

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 14 May, 2020

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Miyako

Miyako bag handle - Grey
da: Miyako Design

Modello: KITMIY-3760136650391

The Miyako bag handle is a truly unique model, as
its design is patented and exclusively made by
Miyako. A leather accessory, made in France, that
will allow you to put together a bag in few seconds,
with the only addition of a squared piece of fabric
of 90 cm per side and up. It's also removable,
which means that you can create as many bags as
you want, just by changing the fabric.
Behind the brand Miyako, there's the passion of a firm for
Japan and its thousand-year old concept of furoshiki (a
traditional Japanese wrapping cloth, used to carry clothes,
gifts, or other goods). This is where the inspiration for the
creation of this leather bag handles and straps come from:
they're born to be used in making DIY bags. A high-quality
product that is also eco-friendly, for it uses non-toxic dyes
for the tanning.
Instructions included are in French, but the video tutorial is
easily available and accessible to everyone. 
Dimensions: 50 x 4 cm Thickness: 2,5 mm Weight:
37 grams

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 14 May, 2020

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Miyako

Miyako bag handle - Vermilion
da: Miyako Design

Modello: KITMIY-3760136650377

The Miyako bag handle is a truly unique model, as
its design is patented and exclusively made by
Miyako. A leather accessory, made in France, that
will allow you to put together a bag in few seconds,
with the only addition of a squared piece of fabric
of 90 cm per side and up. It's also removable,
which means that you can create as many bags as
you want, just by changing the fabric.
Behind the brand Miyako, there's the passion of a firm for
Japan and its thousand-year old concept of furoshiki (a
traditional Japanese wrapping cloth, used to carry clothes,
gifts, or other goods). This is where the inspiration for the
creation of this leather bag handles and straps come from:
they're born to be used in making DIY bags. A high-quality
product that is also eco-friendly, for it uses non-toxic dyes
for the tanning.
Instructions included are in French, but the video tutorial is
easily available and accessible to everyone. 
Dimensions: 50 x 4 cm Thickness: 2,5 mm Weight:
37 grams

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 14 May, 2020

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Miyako

Miyako bag handle - Forest
da: Miyako Design

Modello: KITMIY-3760136650384

The Miyako bag handle is a truly unique model, as
its design is patented and exclusively made by
Miyako. A leather accessory, made in France, that
will allow you to put together a bag in few seconds,
with the only addition of a squared piece of fabric
of 90 cm per side and up. It's also removable,
which means that you can create as many bags as
you want, just by changing the fabric.
Behind the brand Miyako, there's the passion of a firm for
Japan and its thousand-year old concept of furoshiki (a
traditional Japanese wrapping cloth, used to carry clothes,
gifts, or other goods). This is where the inspiration for the
creation of this leather bag handles and straps come from:
they're born to be used in making DIY bags. A high-quality
product that is also eco-friendly, for it uses non-toxic dyes
for the tanning.
Instructions included are in French, but the video tutorial is
easily available and accessible to everyone. 
Dimensions: 50 x 4 cm Thickness: 2,5 mm Weight:
37 grams

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 14 May, 2020

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Miyako

Miyako bag handle - Canyon
da: Miyako Design

Modello: KITMIY-3760136650315

The Miyako bag handle is a truly unique model, as
its design is patented and exclusively made by
Miyako. A leather accessory, made in France, that
will allow you to put together a bag in few seconds,
with the only addition of a squared piece of fabric
of 90 cm per side and up. It's also removable,
which means that you can create as many bags as
you want, just by changing the fabric.
Behind the brand Miyako, there's the passion of a firm for
Japan and its thousand-year old concept of furoshiki (a
traditional Japanese wrapping cloth, used to carry clothes,
gifts, or other goods). This is where the inspiration for the
creation of this leather bag handles and straps come from:
they're born to be used in making DIY bags. A high-quality
product that is also eco-friendly, for it uses non-toxic dyes
for the tanning.
Instructions included are in French, but the video tutorial is
easily available and accessible to everyone. 
Dimensions: 50 x 4 cm Thickness: 2,5 mm Weight:
37 grams

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 14 May, 2020

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Miyako

Miyako bag handle - White
da: Miyako Design

Modello: KITMIY-3760136650278

The Miyako bag handle is a truly unique model, as
its design is patented and exclusively made by
Miyako. A leather accessory, made in France, that
will allow you to put together a bag in few seconds,
with the only addition of a squared piece of fabric
of 90 cm per side and up. It's also removable,
which means that you can create as many bags as
you want, just by changing the fabric.
Behind the brand Miyako, there's the passion of a firm for
Japan and its thousand-year old concept of furoshiki (a
traditional Japanese wrapping cloth, used to carry clothes,
gifts, or other goods). This is where the inspiration for the
creation of this leather bag handles and straps come from:
they're born to be used in making DIY bags. A high-quality
product that is also eco-friendly, for it uses non-toxic dyes
for the tanning.
Instructions included are in French, but the video tutorial is
easily available and accessible to everyone. 
Dimensions: 50 x 4 cm Thickness: 2,5 mm Weight:
37 grams

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 14 May, 2020

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Miyako

Miyako bag handle - Lilac
da: Miyako Design

Modello: KITMIY-3760136650292

The Miyako bag handle is a truly unique model, as
its design is patented and exclusively made by
Miyako. A leather accessory, made in France, that
will allow you to put together a bag in few seconds,
with the only addition of a squared piece of fabric
of 90 cm per side and up. It's also removable,
which means that you can create as many bags as
you want, just by changing the fabric.
Behind the brand Miyako, there's the passion of a firm for
Japan and its thousand-year old concept of furoshiki (a
traditional Japanese wrapping cloth, used to carry clothes,
gifts, or other goods). This is where the inspiration for the
creation of this leather bag handles and straps come from:
they're born to be used in making DIY bags. A high-quality
product that is also eco-friendly, for it uses non-toxic dyes
for the tanning.
Instructions included are in French, but the video tutorial is
easily available and accessible to everyone. 
Dimensions: 50 x 4 cm Thickness: 2,5 mm Weight:
37 grams

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 14 May, 2020

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Miyako

Miyako bag handle - Mykonos
da: Miyako Design

Modello: KITMIY-3760136650285

The Miyako bag handle is a truly unique model, as
its design is patented and exclusively made by
Miyako. A leather accessory, made in France, that
will allow you to put together a bag in few seconds,
with the only addition of a squared piece of fabric
of 90 cm per side and up. It's also removable,
which means that you can create as many bags as
you want, just by changing the fabric.
Behind the brand Miyako, there's the passion of a firm for
Japan and its thousand-year old concept of furoshiki (a
traditional Japanese wrapping cloth, used to carry clothes,
gifts, or other goods). This is where the inspiration for the
creation of this leather bag handles and straps come from:
they're born to be used in making DIY bags. A high-quality
product that is also eco-friendly, for it uses non-toxic dyes
for the tanning.
Instructions included are in French, but the video tutorial is
easily available and accessible to everyone. 
Dimensions: 50 x 4 cm Thickness: 2,5 mm Weight:
37 grams

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 14 May, 2020

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Miyako

Miyako bag handle - Gold
da: Miyako Design

Modello: KITMIY-3760136650186

The Miyako bag handle is a truly unique model, as
its design is patented and exclusively made by
Miyako. A leather accessory, made in France, that
will allow you to put together a bag in few seconds,
with the only addition of a squared piece of fabric
of 90 cm per side and up. It's also removable,
which means that you can create as many bags as
you want, just by changing the fabric.
Behind the brand Miyako, there's the passion of a firm for
Japan and its thousand-year old concept of furoshiki (a
traditional Japanese wrapping cloth, used to carry clothes,
gifts, or other goods). This is where the inspiration for the
creation of this leather bag handles and straps come from:
they're born to be used in making DIY bags. A high-quality
product that is also eco-friendly, for it uses non-toxic dyes
for the tanning.
Instructions included are in French, but the video tutorial is
easily available and accessible to everyone. 
Dimensions: 50 x 4 cm Thickness: 2,5 mm Weight:
37 grams

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 14 May, 2020

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Miyako

Miyako bag handle - Silver
da: Miyako Design

Modello: KITMIY-3760136650193

The Miyako bag handle is a truly unique model, as
its design is patented and exclusively made by
Miyako. A leather accessory, made in France, that
will allow you to put together a bag in few seconds,
with the only addition of a squared piece of fabric
of 90 cm per side and up. It's also removable,
which means that you can create as many bags as
you want, just by changing the fabric.
Behind the brand Miyako, there's the passion of a firm for
Japan and its thousand-year old concept of furoshiki (a
traditional Japanese wrapping cloth, used to carry clothes,
gifts, or other goods). This is where the inspiration for the
creation of this leather bag handles and straps come from:
they're born to be used in making DIY bags. A high-quality
product that is also eco-friendly, for it uses non-toxic dyes
for the tanning.
Instructions included are in French, but the video tutorial is
easily available and accessible to everyone. 
Dimensions: 50 x 4 cm Thickness: 2,5 mm Weight:
37 grams

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 14 May, 2020

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Miyako

Miyako bag handle - Duck
da: Miyako Design

Modello: KITMIY-3760136650179

The Miyako bag handle is a truly unique model, as
its design is patented and exclusively made by
Miyako. A leather accessory, made in France, that
will allow you to put together a bag in few seconds,
with the only addition of a squared piece of fabric
of 90 cm per side and up. It's also removable,
which means that you can create as many bags as
you want, just by changing the fabric.
Behind the brand Miyako, there's the passion of a firm for
Japan and its thousand-year old concept of furoshiki (a
traditional Japanese wrapping cloth, used to carry clothes,
gifts, or other goods). This is where the inspiration for the
creation of this leather bag handles and straps come from:
they're born to be used in making DIY bags. A high-quality
product that is also eco-friendly, for it uses non-toxic dyes
for the tanning.
Instructions included are in French, but the video tutorial is
easily available and accessible to everyone. 
Dimensions: 50 x 4 cm Thickness: 2,5 mm Weight:
37 grams

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 14 May, 2020

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Miyako

Miyako bag handle - Terracotta
da: Miyako Design

Modello: KITMIY-3760136650162

The Miyako bag handle is a truly unique model, as
its design is patented and exclusively made by
Miyako. A leather accessory, made in France, that
will allow you to put together a bag in few seconds,
with the only addition of a squared piece of fabric
of 90 cm per side and up. It's also removable,
which means that you can create as many bags as
you want, just by changing the fabric.
Behind the brand Miyako, there's the passion of a firm for
Japan and its thousand-year old concept of furoshiki (a
traditional Japanese wrapping cloth, used to carry clothes,
gifts, or other goods). This is where the inspiration for the
creation of this leather bag handles and straps come from:
they're born to be used in making DIY bags. A high-quality
product that is also eco-friendly, for it uses non-toxic dyes
for the tanning.
Instructions included are in French, but the video tutorial is
easily available and accessible to everyone. 
Dimensions: 50 x 4 cm Thickness: 2,5 mm Weight:
37 grams

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 14 May, 2020

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Miyako

Miyako bag handle - Olive
da: Miyako Design

Modello: KITMIY-3760136650155

The Miyako bag handle is a truly unique model, as
its design is patented and exclusively made by
Miyako. A leather accessory, made in France, that
will allow you to put together a bag in few seconds,
with the only addition of a squared piece of fabric
of 90 cm per side and up. It's also removable,
which means that you can create as many bags as
you want, just by changing the fabric.
Behind the brand Miyako, there's the passion of a firm for
Japan and its thousand-year old concept of furoshiki (a
traditional Japanese wrapping cloth, used to carry clothes,
gifts, or other goods). This is where the inspiration for the
creation of this leather bag handles and straps come from:
they're born to be used in making DIY bags. A high-quality
product that is also eco-friendly, for it uses non-toxic dyes
for the tanning.
Instructions included are in French, but the video tutorial is
easily available and accessible to everyone. 
Dimensions: 50 x 4 cm Thickness: 2,5 mm Weight:
37 grams

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 14 May, 2020

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Miyako

Miyako bag handle - Plum
da: Miyako Design

Modello: KITMIY-3760136650148

The Miyako bag handle is a truly unique model, as
its design is patented and exclusively made by
Miyako. A leather accessory, made in France, that
will allow you to put together a bag in few seconds,
with the only addition of a squared piece of fabric
of 90 cm per side and up. It's also removable,
which means that you can create as many bags as
you want, just by changing the fabric.
Behind the brand Miyako, there's the passion of a firm for
Japan and its thousand-year old concept of furoshiki (a
traditional Japanese wrapping cloth, used to carry clothes,
gifts, or other goods). This is where the inspiration for the
creation of this leather bag handles and straps come from:
they're born to be used in making DIY bags. A high-quality
product that is also eco-friendly, for it uses non-toxic dyes
for the tanning.
Instructions included are in French, but the video tutorial is
easily available and accessible to everyone. 
Dimensions: 50 x 4 cm Thickness: 2,5 mm Weight:
37 grams

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 14 May, 2020

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Miyako

Miyako bag handle - Curry
da: Miyako Design

Modello: KITMIY-3760136650094

The Miyako bag handle is a truly unique model, as
its design is patented and exclusively made by
Miyako. A leather accessory, made in France, that
will allow you to put together a bag in few seconds,
with the only addition of a squared piece of fabric
of 90 cm per side and up. It's also removable,
which means that you can create as many bags as
you want, just by changing the fabric.
Behind the brand Miyako, there's the passion of a firm for
Japan and its thousand-year old concept of furoshiki (a
traditional Japanese wrapping cloth, used to carry clothes,
gifts, or other goods). This is where the inspiration for the
creation of this leather bag handles and straps come from:
they're born to be used in making DIY bags. A high-quality
product that is also eco-friendly, for it uses non-toxic dyes
for the tanning.
Instructions included are in French, but the video tutorial is
easily available and accessible to everyone. 
Dimensions: 50 x 4 cm Thickness: 2,5 mm Weight:
37 grams

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
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Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Miyako

Miyako bag handle - Thunderstorm
da: Miyako Design

Modello: KITMIY-3760136650100

The Miyako bag handle is a truly unique model, as
its design is patented and exclusively made by
Miyako. A leather accessory, made in France, that
will allow you to put together a bag in few seconds,
with the only addition of a squared piece of fabric
of 90 cm per side and up. It's also removable,
which means that you can create as many bags as
you want, just by changing the fabric.
Behind the brand Miyako, there's the passion of a firm for
Japan and its thousand-year old concept of furoshiki (a
traditional Japanese wrapping cloth, used to carry clothes,
gifts, or other goods). This is where the inspiration for the
creation of this leather bag handles and straps come from:
they're born to be used in making DIY bags. A high-quality
product that is also eco-friendly, for it uses non-toxic dyes
for the tanning.
Instructions included are in French, but the video tutorial is
easily available and accessible to everyone. 
Dimensions: 50 x 4 cm Thickness: 2,5 mm Weight:
37 grams

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
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Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Miyako

Miyako bag handle - Nude
da: Miyako Design

Modello: KITMIY-3760136650117

The Miyako bag handle is a truly unique model, as
its design is patented and exclusively made by
Miyako. A leather accessory, made in France, that
will allow you to put together a bag in few seconds,
with the only addition of a squared piece of fabric
of 90 cm per side and up. It's also removable,
which means that you can create as many bags as
you want, just by changing the fabric.
Behind the brand Miyako, there's the passion of a firm for
Japan and its thousand-year old concept of furoshiki (a
traditional Japanese wrapping cloth, used to carry clothes,
gifts, or other goods). This is where the inspiration for the
creation of this leather bag handles and straps come from:
they're born to be used in making DIY bags. A high-quality
product that is also eco-friendly, for it uses non-toxic dyes
for the tanning.
Instructions included are in French, but the video tutorial is
easily available and accessible to everyone. 
Dimensions: 50 x 4 cm Thickness: 2,5 mm Weight:
37 grams

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
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Miyako bag handle - Mole
da: Miyako Design

Modello: KITMIY-3760136650131

The Miyako bag handle is a truly unique model, as
its design is patented and exclusively made by
Miyako. A leather accessory, made in France, that
will allow you to put together a bag in few seconds,
with the only addition of a squared piece of fabric
of 90 cm per side and up. It's also removable,
which means that you can create as many bags as
you want, just by changing the fabric.
Behind the brand Miyako, there's the passion of a firm for
Japan and its thousand-year old concept of furoshiki (a
traditional Japanese wrapping cloth, used to carry clothes,
gifts, or other goods). This is where the inspiration for the
creation of this leather bag handles and straps come from:
they're born to be used in making DIY bags. A high-quality
product that is also eco-friendly, for it uses non-toxic dyes
for the tanning.
Instructions included are in French, but the video tutorial is
easily available and accessible to everyone. 
Dimensions: 50 x 4 cm Thickness: 2,5 mm Weight:
37 grams

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
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Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Miyako

Miyako bag handle - Sand
da: Miyako Design

Modello: KITMIY-3760136650124

The Miyako bag handle is a truly unique model, as
its design is patented and exclusively made by
Miyako. A leather accessory, made in France, that
will allow you to put together a bag in few seconds,
with the only addition of a squared piece of fabric
of 90 cm per side and up. It's also removable,
which means that you can create as many bags as
you want, just by changing the fabric.
Behind the brand Miyako, there's the passion of a firm for
Japan and its thousand-year old concept of furoshiki (a
traditional Japanese wrapping cloth, used to carry clothes,
gifts, or other goods). This is where the inspiration for the
creation of this leather bag handles and straps come from:
they're born to be used in making DIY bags. A high-quality
product that is also eco-friendly, for it uses non-toxic dyes
for the tanning.
Instructions included are in French, but the video tutorial is
easily available and accessible to everyone. 
Dimensions: 50 x 4 cm Thickness: 2,5 mm Weight:
37 grams

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
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Miyako bag handle - Camel
da: Miyako Design

Modello: KITMIY-3760136650056

The Miyako bag handle is a truly unique model, as
its design is patented and exclusively made by
Miyako. A leather accessory, made in France, that
will allow you to put together a bag in few seconds,
with the only addition of a squared piece of fabric
of 90 cm per side and up. It's also removable,
which means that you can create as many bags as
you want, just by changing the fabric.
Behind the brand Miyako, there's the passion of a firm for
Japan and its thousand-year old concept of furoshiki (a
traditional Japanese wrapping cloth, used to carry clothes,
gifts, or other goods). This is where the inspiration for the
creation of this leather bag handles and straps come from:
they're born to be used in making DIY bags. A high-quality
product that is also eco-friendly, for it uses non-toxic dyes
for the tanning.
Instructions included are in French, but the video tutorial is
easily available and accessible to everyone. 
Dimensions: 50 x 4 cm Thickness: 2,5 mm Weight:
37 grams

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
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Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Miyako

Miyako bag handle - Black
da: Miyako Design

Modello: KITMIY-3760136650025

The Miyako bag handle is a truly unique model, as
its design is patented and exclusively made by
Miyako. A leather accessory, made in France, that
will allow you to put together a bag in few seconds,
with the only addition of a squared piece of fabric
of 90 cm per side and up. It's also removable,
which means that you can create as many bags as
you want, just by changing the fabric.
Behind the brand Miyako, there's the passion of a firm for
Japan and its thousand-year old concept of furoshiki (a
traditional Japanese wrapping cloth, used to carry clothes,
gifts, or other goods). This is where the inspiration for the
creation of this leather bag handles and straps come from:
they're born to be used in making DIY bags. A high-quality
product that is also eco-friendly, for it uses non-toxic dyes
for the tanning.
Instructions included are in French, but the video tutorial is
easily available and accessible to everyone. 
Dimensions: 50 x 4 cm Thickness: 2,5 mm Weight:
37 grams

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
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Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Miyako

Miyako bag handle - Brown
da: Miyako Design

Modello: KITMIY-3760136650049

The Miyako bag handle is a truly unique model, as
its design is patented and exclusively made by
Miyako. A leather accessory, made in France, that
will allow you to put together a bag in few seconds,
with the only addition of a squared piece of fabric
of 90 cm per side and up. It's also removable,
which means that you can create as many bags as
you want, just by changing the fabric.
Behind the brand Miyako, there's the passion of a firm for
Japan and its thousand-year old concept of furoshiki (a
traditional Japanese wrapping cloth, used to carry clothes,
gifts, or other goods). This is where the inspiration for the
creation of this leather bag handles and straps come from:
they're born to be used in making DIY bags. A high-quality
product that is also eco-friendly, for it uses non-toxic dyes
for the tanning.
Instructions included are in French, but the video tutorial is
easily available and accessible to everyone. 
Dimensions: 50 x 4 cm Thickness: 2,5 mm Weight:
37 grams

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
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Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Miyako

Miyako bag handle - Blue
da: Miyako Design

Modello: KITMIY-3760136650032

The Miyako bag handle is a truly unique model, as
its design is patented and exclusively made by
Miyako. A leather accessory, made in France, that
will allow you to put together a bag in few seconds,
with the only addition of a squared piece of fabric
of 90 cm per side and up. It's also removable,
which means that you can create as many bags as
you want, just by changing the fabric.
Behind the brand Miyako, there's the passion of a firm for
Japan and its thousand-year old concept of furoshiki (a
traditional Japanese wrapping cloth, used to carry clothes,
gifts, or other goods). This is where the inspiration for the
creation of this leather bag handles and straps come from:
they're born to be used in making DIY bags. A high-quality
product that is also eco-friendly, for it uses non-toxic dyes
for the tanning.
Instructions included are in French, but the video tutorial is
easily available and accessible to everyone. 
Dimensions: 50 x 4 cm Thickness: 2,5 mm Weight:
37 grams

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
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Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Miyako

Miyako bag handle - Khaki
da: Miyako Design

Modello: KITMIY-3760136650490

The Miyako bag handle is a truly unique model, as
its design is patented and exclusively made by
Miyako. A leather accessory, made in France, that
will allow you to put together a bag in few seconds,
with the only addition of a squared piece of fabric
of 90 cm per side and up. It's also removable,
which means that you can create as many bags as
you want, just by changing the fabric.
Behind the brand Miyako, there's the passion of a firm for
Japan and its thousand-year old concept of furoshiki (a
traditional Japanese wrapping cloth, used to carry clothes,
gifts, or other goods). This is where the inspiration for the
creation of this leather bag handles and straps come from:
they're born to be used in making DIY bags. A high-quality
product that is also eco-friendly, for it uses non-toxic dyes
for the tanning.
Instructions included are in French, but the video tutorial is
easily available and accessible to everyone. 
Dimensions: 50 x 4 cm Thickness: 2,5 mm Weight:
37 grams

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
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Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Miyako

Miyako bag handle - Jeans
da: Miyako Design

Modello: KITMIY-3760136650483

The Miyako bag handle is a truly unique model, as
its design is patented and exclusively made by
Miyako. A leather accessory, made in France, that
will allow you to put together a bag in few seconds,
with the only addition of a squared piece of fabric
of 90 cm per side and up. It's also removable,
which means that you can create as many bags as
you want, just by changing the fabric.
Behind the brand Miyako, there's the passion of a firm for
Japan and its thousand-year old concept of furoshiki (a
traditional Japanese wrapping cloth, used to carry clothes,
gifts, or other goods). This is where the inspiration for the
creation of this leather bag handles and straps come from:
they're born to be used in making DIY bags. A high-quality
product that is also eco-friendly, for it uses non-toxic dyes
for the tanning.
Instructions included are in French, but the video tutorial is
easily available and accessible to everyone. 
Dimensions: 50 x 4 cm Thickness: 2,5 mm Weight:
37 grams

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
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Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Miyako

Miyako bag handle - Raspberry
da: Miyako Design

Modello: KITMIY-3760136650506

The Miyako bag handle is a truly unique model, as
its design is patented and exclusively made by
Miyako. A leather accessory, made in France, that
will allow you to put together a bag in few seconds,
with the only addition of a squared piece of fabric
of 90 cm per side and up. It's also removable,
which means that you can create as many bags as
you want, just by changing the fabric.
Behind the brand Miyako, there's the passion of a firm for
Japan and its thousand-year old concept of furoshiki (a
traditional Japanese wrapping cloth, used to carry clothes,
gifts, or other goods). This is where the inspiration for the
creation of this leather bag handles and straps come from:
they're born to be used in making DIY bags. A high-quality
product that is also eco-friendly, for it uses non-toxic dyes
for the tanning.
Instructions included are in French, but the video tutorial is
easily available and accessible to everyone. 
Dimensions: 50 x 4 cm Thickness: 2,5 mm Weight:
37 grams

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
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Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Miyako

Miyako bag handle - Yellow
da: Miyako Design

Modello: KITMIY-3760136650476

The Miyako bag handle is a truly unique model, as
its design is patented and exclusively made by
Miyako. A leather accessory, made in France, that
will allow you to put together a bag in few seconds,
with the only addition of a squared piece of fabric
of 90 cm per side and up. It's also removable,
which means that you can create as many bags as
you want, just by changing the fabric.
Behind the brand Miyako, there's the passion of a firm for
Japan and its thousand-year old concept of furoshiki (a
traditional Japanese wrapping cloth, used to carry clothes,
gifts, or other goods). This is where the inspiration for the
creation of this leather bag handles and straps come from:
they're born to be used in making DIY bags. A high-quality
product that is also eco-friendly, for it uses non-toxic dyes
for the tanning.
Instructions included are in French, but the video tutorial is
easily available and accessible to everyone. 
Dimensions: 50 x 4 cm Thickness: 2,5 mm Weight:
37 grams

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
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Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Miyako

Bandoulière strap - Brown
da: Miyako Design

Modello: KITMIY-3760136650223LGM04

A removable strap, easy to use, thanks to its four
"Chicago" screws that will allow you to concoct as
many shoulder bags and clutch bags as you want.
Behind Miyako is a firm favorite for Japan and its
thousand-year old concept of furoshiki (a type of
traditional Japanese wrapping cloth traditionally
used to transport clothes, gifts, or other goods)
and that's where it gets his inspiration for the
creation of its leather bag handles and straps to
use in the making of DIY bags.
A high-quality product that is also eco-friendly as it
uses non-toxic dyes for the tanning.
Dimensions: 125 x 1,5 cm Thickness: 2,6 mm

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
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Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Miyako

Bandoulière strap - Camel
da: Miyako Design

Modello: KITMIY-3760136650230LGM05

A removable strap, easy to use, thanks to its four
"Chicago" screws that will allow you to concoct as
many shoulder bags and clutch bags as you want.
Behind Miyako is a firm favorite for Japan and its
thousand-year old concept of furoshiki (a type of
traditional Japanese wrapping cloth traditionally
used to transport clothes, gifts, or other goods)
and that's where it gets his inspiration for the
creation of its leather bag handles and straps to
use in the making of DIY bags.
A high-quality product that is also eco-friendly as it
uses non-toxic dyes for the tanning.
Dimensions: 125 x 1,5 cm Thickness: 2,6 mm

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
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Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Miyako

Cabas strap - Brown (2)
da: Miyako Design

Modello: KITMIY-3760136650254LPM04

A removable strap, easy to use, thanks to its eight
"Chicago" screws that will allow you to concoct as
many shopping bags as you want.
Behind Miyako is a firm favorite for Japan and its
thousand-year old concept of furoshiki (a type of
traditional Japanese wrapping cloth traditionally
used to transport clothes, gifts, or other goods)
and that's where it gets his inspiration for the
creation of its leather bag handles and straps to
use in the making of DIY bags.
A high-quality product that is also eco-friendly as it
uses non-toxic dyes for the tanning.
Dimensions: 50 x 2,5 cm each Thickness: 2,6 mm

Price: € 20.00 (incl. VAT)
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Cabas strap - Camel (2)
da: Miyako Design

Modello: KITMIY-3760136650261LPM05

A removable strap, easy to use, thanks to its eight
"Chicago" screws that will allow you to concoct as
many shopping bags as you want.
Behind Miyako is a firm favorite for Japan and its
thousand-year old concept of furoshiki (a type of
traditional Japanese wrapping cloth traditionally
used to transport clothes, gifts, or other goods)
and that's where it gets his inspiration for the
creation of its leather bag handles and straps to
use in the making of DIY bags.
A high-quality product that is also eco-friendly as it
uses non-toxic dyes for the tanning.
Dimensions: 50 x 2,5 cm each Thickness: 2,6 mm

Price: € 20.00 (incl. VAT)
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Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Miyako

Tote-Bag straps - Camel (2)
da: Miyako Design

Modello: KITMIY-3760136650537LMM05

A removable strap, easy to use, thanks to its eight
"Chicago" screws that will allow you to concoct as
many tote-bags as you want.
Behind Miyako is a firm favorite for Japan and its
thousand-year old concept of furoshiki (a type of
traditional Japanese wrapping cloth traditionally
used to transport clothes, gifts, or other goods)
and that's where it gets his inspiration for the
creation of its leather bag handles and straps to
use in the making of DIY bags.
A high-quality product that is also eco-friendly as it
uses non-toxic dyes for the tanning.
Dimensions: 80 x 2 cm. each. Thickness: 2,6 mm

Price: € 22.00 (incl. VAT)
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Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Miyako

Tote-Bag straps - Black (2)
da: Miyako Design

Modello: KITMIY-3760136650513LMM02

A removable strap, easy to use, thanks to its eight
"Chicago" screws that will allow you to concoct as
many tote-bags as you want.
Behind Miyako is a firm favorite for Japan and its
thousand-year old concept of furoshiki (a type of
traditional Japanese wrapping cloth traditionally
used to transport clothes, gifts, or other goods)
and that's where it gets his inspiration for the
creation of its leather bag handles and straps to
use in the making of DIY bags.
A high-quality product that is also eco-friendly as it
uses non-toxic dyes for the tanning.
Dimensions: 80 x 2 cm. each. Thickness: 2,6 mm

Price: € 22.00 (incl. VAT)
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Tote-Bag straps - Silver (2)
da: Miyako Design

Modello: KITMIY-3760136650414LMM19

A removable strap, easy to use, thanks to its eight
"Chicago" screws that will allow you to concoct as
many tote-bags as you want.
Behind Miyako is a firm favorite for Japan and its
thousand-year old concept of furoshiki (a type of
traditional Japanese wrapping cloth traditionally
used to transport clothes, gifts, or other goods)
and that's where it gets his inspiration for the
creation of its leather bag handles and straps to
use in the making of DIY bags.
A high-quality product that is also eco-friendly as it
uses non-toxic dyes for the tanning.
Dimensions: 80 x 2 cm. each. Thickness: 2,6 mm

Price: € 22.00 (incl. VAT)
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Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Miyako

Tote-Bag straps - Blue (2)
da: Miyako Design

Modello: KITMIY-3760136650551LMM03

A removable strap, easy to use, thanks to its eight
"Chicago" screws that will allow you to concoct as
many tote-bags as you want.
Behind Miyako is a firm favorite for Japan and its
thousand-year old concept of furoshiki (a type of
traditional Japanese wrapping cloth traditionally
used to transport clothes, gifts, or other goods)
and that's where it gets his inspiration for the
creation of its leather bag handles and straps to
use in the making of DIY bags.
A high-quality product that is also eco-friendly as it
uses non-toxic dyes for the tanning.
Dimensions: 80 x 2 cm. each. Thickness: 2,6 mm

Price: € 22.00 (incl. VAT)
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Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Miyako

Tote-Bag straps - Red (2)
da: Miyako Design

Modello: KITMIY-3760136650568LMM01

A removable strap, easy to use, thanks to its eight
"Chicago" screws that will allow you to concoct as
many tote-bags as you want.
Behind Miyako is a firm favorite for Japan and its
thousand-year old concept of furoshiki (a type of
traditional Japanese wrapping cloth traditionally
used to transport clothes, gifts, or other goods)
and that's where it gets his inspiration for the
creation of its leather bag handles and straps to
use in the making of DIY bags.
A high-quality product that is also eco-friendly as it
uses non-toxic dyes for the tanning.
Dimensions: 80 x 2 cm. each. Thickness: 2,6 mm

Price: € 22.00 (incl. VAT)
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Tote-Bag straps - Curry (2)
da: Miyako Design

Modello: KITMIY-3760136650582LMM09

A removable strap, easy to use, thanks to its eight
"Chicago" screws that will allow you to concoct as
many tote-bags as you want.
Behind Miyako is a firm favorite for Japan and its
thousand-year old concept of furoshiki (a type of
traditional Japanese wrapping cloth traditionally
used to transport clothes, gifts, or other goods)
and that's where it gets his inspiration for the
creation of its leather bag handles and straps to
use in the making of DIY bags.
A high-quality product that is also eco-friendly as it
uses non-toxic dyes for the tanning.
Dimensions: 80 x 2 cm. each. Thickness: 2,6 mm

Price: € 22.00 (incl. VAT)
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Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Miyako

Tote-Bag straps - Chestnut (2)
da: Miyako Design

Modello: KITMIY-3760136650599LMM25

A removable strap, easy to use, thanks to its eight
"Chicago" screws that will allow you to concoct as
many tote-bags as you want.
Behind Miyako is a firm favorite for Japan and its
thousand-year old concept of furoshiki (a type of
traditional Japanese wrapping cloth traditionally
used to transport clothes, gifts, or other goods)
and that's where it gets his inspiration for the
creation of its leather bag handles and straps to
use in the making of DIY bags.
A high-quality product that is also eco-friendly as it
uses non-toxic dyes for the tanning.
Dimensions: 80 x 2 cm. each. Thickness: 2,6 mm

Price: € 22.00 (incl. VAT)
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Tote-Bag straps - Nude (2)
da: Miyako Design

Modello: KITMIY-3760136650605LMM11

A removable strap, easy to use, thanks to its eight
"Chicago" screws that will allow you to concoct as
many tote-bags as you want.
Behind Miyako is a firm favorite for Japan and its
thousand-year old concept of furoshiki (a type of
traditional Japanese wrapping cloth traditionally
used to transport clothes, gifts, or other goods)
and that's where it gets his inspiration for the
creation of its leather bag handles and straps to
use in the making of DIY bags.
A high-quality product that is also eco-friendly as it
uses non-toxic dyes for the tanning.
Dimensions: 80 x 2 cm. each. Thickness: 2,6 mm

Price: € 22.00 (incl. VAT)
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Kyoto bag handle - Black
da: Miyako Design

Modello: KITMIY-3760136650612

The Kyoto bag handle is a typically Japanese-
inspired handle, with its rings at the two ends that
will let you smoothly wedge the fabric and
therefore quickly do a bag change!
A leather accessory, made in France, that will allow
you to put together a bag in just a few seconds;
with the only addition of a squared piece of fabric
from 90 cm per side and up. It's also removable,
which means that you can concoct as many bags
as you want just by changing the fabric.
Behind Miyako is a firm favorite for Japan and its thousand-
year old concept of furoshiki (a type of traditional Japanese
wrapping cloth traditionally used to transport clothes, gifts,
or other goods) and that's where it gets his inspiration for
the creation of its leather bag handles and straps to use in
the making of DIY bags.
A high-quality product that is also eco-friendly as it uses
non-toxic dyes for the tanning. 
Instructions included are in French, but the video
tutorial is easily available and accessible to
everyone.
Dimensions: 27 x 3 cm cm Thickness: 2,6 mm

Price: € 25.00 (incl. VAT)
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Kyoto bag handle - Brown
da: Miyako Design

Modello: KITMIY-3760136650629

The Kyoto bag handle is a typically Japanese-
inspired handle, with its rings at the two ends that
will let you smoothly wedge the fabric and
therefore quickly do a bag change!
A leather accessory, made in France, that will allow
you to put together a bag in just a few seconds;
with the only addition of a squared piece of fabric
from 90 cm per side and up. It's also removable,
which means that you can concoct as many bags
as you want just by changing the fabric.
Behind Miyako is a firm favorite for Japan and its thousand-
year old concept of furoshiki (a type of traditional Japanese
wrapping cloth traditionally used to transport clothes, gifts,
or other goods) and that's where it gets his inspiration for
the creation of its leather bag handles and straps to use in
the making of DIY bags.
A high-quality product that is also eco-friendly as it uses
non-toxic dyes for the tanning. 
Instructions included are in French, but the video
tutorial is easily available and accessible to
everyone.
Dimensions: 27 x 3 cm cm Thickness: 2,6 mm

Price: € 25.00 (incl. VAT)
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Kyoto bag handle - Camel
da: Miyako Design

Modello: KITMIY-3760136650636

The Kyoto bag handle is a typically Japanese-
inspired handle, with its rings at the two ends that
will let you smoothly wedge the fabric and
therefore quickly do a bag change!
A leather accessory, made in France, that will allow
you to put together a bag in just a few seconds;
with the only addition of a squared piece of fabric
from 90 cm per side and up. It's also removable,
which means that you can concoct as many bags
as you want just by changing the fabric.
Behind Miyako is a firm favorite for Japan and its thousand-
year old concept of furoshiki (a type of traditional Japanese
wrapping cloth traditionally used to transport clothes, gifts,
or other goods) and that's where it gets his inspiration for
the creation of its leather bag handles and straps to use in
the making of DIY bags.
A high-quality product that is also eco-friendly as it uses
non-toxic dyes for the tanning. 
Instructions included are in French, but the video
tutorial is easily available and accessible to
everyone.
Dimensions: 27 x 3 cm cm Thickness: 2,6 mm

Price: € 25.00 (incl. VAT)
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Kyoto bag handle - Curry
da: Miyako Design

Modello: KITMIY-3760136650674

The Kyoto bag handle is a typically Japanese-
inspired handle, with its rings at the two ends that
will let you smoothly wedge the fabric and
therefore quickly do a bag change!
A leather accessory, made in France, that will allow
you to put together a bag in just a few seconds;
with the only addition of a squared piece of fabric
from 90 cm per side and up. It's also removable,
which means that you can concoct as many bags
as you want just by changing the fabric.
Behind Miyako is a firm favorite for Japan and its thousand-
year old concept of furoshiki (a type of traditional Japanese
wrapping cloth traditionally used to transport clothes, gifts,
or other goods) and that's where it gets his inspiration for
the creation of its leather bag handles and straps to use in
the making of DIY bags.
A high-quality product that is also eco-friendly as it uses
non-toxic dyes for the tanning. 
Instructions included are in French, but the video
tutorial is easily available and accessible to
everyone.
Dimensions: 27 x 3 cm cm Thickness: 2,6 mm

Price: € 25.00 (incl. VAT)
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Kyoto bag handle - Duck
da: Miyako Design

Modello: KITMIY-3760136650681

The Kyoto bag handle is a typically Japanese-
inspired handle, with its rings at the two ends that
will let you smoothly wedge the fabric and
therefore quickly do a bag change!
A leather accessory, made in France, that will allow
you to put together a bag in just a few seconds;
with the only addition of a squared piece of fabric
from 90 cm per side and up. It's also removable,
which means that you can concoct as many bags
as you want just by changing the fabric.
Behind Miyako is a firm favorite for Japan and its thousand-
year old concept of furoshiki (a type of traditional Japanese
wrapping cloth traditionally used to transport clothes, gifts,
or other goods) and that's where it gets his inspiration for
the creation of its leather bag handles and straps to use in
the making of DIY bags.
A high-quality product that is also eco-friendly as it uses
non-toxic dyes for the tanning. 
Instructions included are in French, but the video
tutorial is easily available and accessible to
everyone.
Dimensions: 27 x 3 cm cm Thickness: 2,6 mm

Price: € 25.00 (incl. VAT)
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Kyoto bag handle - Plum
da: Miyako Design

Modello: KITMIY-3760136650698

The Kyoto bag handle is a typically Japanese-
inspired handle, with its rings at the two ends that
will let you smoothly wedge the fabric and
therefore quickly do a bag change!
A leather accessory, made in France, that will allow
you to put together a bag in just a few seconds;
with the only addition of a squared piece of fabric
from 90 cm per side and up. It's also removable,
which means that you can concoct as many bags
as you want just by changing the fabric.
Behind Miyako is a firm favorite for Japan and its thousand-
year old concept of furoshiki (a type of traditional Japanese
wrapping cloth traditionally used to transport clothes, gifts,
or other goods) and that's where it gets his inspiration for
the creation of its leather bag handles and straps to use in
the making of DIY bags.
A high-quality product that is also eco-friendly as it uses
non-toxic dyes for the tanning. 
Instructions included are in French, but the video
tutorial is easily available and accessible to
everyone.
Dimensions: 27 x 3 cm cm Thickness: 2,6 mm

Price: € 25.00 (incl. VAT)
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Kyoto bag handle - Nude
da: Miyako Design

Modello: KITMIY-3760136650704

The Kyoto bag handle is a typically Japanese-
inspired handle, with its rings at the two ends that
will let you smoothly wedge the fabric and
therefore quickly do a bag change!
A leather accessory, made in France, that will allow
you to put together a bag in just a few seconds;
with the only addition of a squared piece of fabric
from 90 cm per side and up. It's also removable,
which means that you can concoct as many bags
as you want just by changing the fabric.
Behind Miyako is a firm favorite for Japan and its thousand-
year old concept of furoshiki (a type of traditional Japanese
wrapping cloth traditionally used to transport clothes, gifts,
or other goods) and that's where it gets his inspiration for
the creation of its leather bag handles and straps to use in
the making of DIY bags.
A high-quality product that is also eco-friendly as it uses
non-toxic dyes for the tanning. 
Instructions included are in French, but the video
tutorial is easily available and accessible to
everyone.
Dimensions: 27 x 3 cm cm Thickness: 2,6 mm

Price: € 25.00 (incl. VAT)
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Kyoto bag handle - Chestnut
da: Miyako Design

Modello: KITMIY-3760136650728

The Kyoto bag handle is a typically Japanese-
inspired handle, with its rings at the two ends that
will let you smoothly wedge the fabric and
therefore quickly do a bag change!
A leather accessory, made in France, that will allow
you to put together a bag in just a few seconds;
with the only addition of a squared piece of fabric
from 90 cm per side and up. It's also removable,
which means that you can concoct as many bags
as you want just by changing the fabric.
Behind Miyako is a firm favorite for Japan and its thousand-
year old concept of furoshiki (a type of traditional Japanese
wrapping cloth traditionally used to transport clothes, gifts,
or other goods) and that's where it gets his inspiration for
the creation of its leather bag handles and straps to use in
the making of DIY bags.
A high-quality product that is also eco-friendly as it uses
non-toxic dyes for the tanning. 
Instructions included are in French, but the video
tutorial is easily available and accessible to
everyone.
Dimensions: 27 x 3 cm cm Thickness: 2,6 mm

Price: € 25.00 (incl. VAT)
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Kyoto bag handle - Gold
da: Miyako Design

Modello: KITMIY-3760136650650

The Kyoto bag handle is a typically Japanese-
inspired handle, with its rings at the two ends that
will let you smoothly wedge the fabric and
therefore quickly do a bag change!
A leather accessory, made in France, that will allow
you to put together a bag in just a few seconds;
with the only addition of a squared piece of fabric
from 90 cm per side and up. It's also removable,
which means that you can concoct as many bags
as you want just by changing the fabric.
Behind Miyako is a firm favorite for Japan and its thousand-
year old concept of furoshiki (a type of traditional Japanese
wrapping cloth traditionally used to transport clothes, gifts,
or other goods) and that's where it gets his inspiration for
the creation of its leather bag handles and straps to use in
the making of DIY bags.
A high-quality product that is also eco-friendly as it uses
non-toxic dyes for the tanning. 
Instructions included are in French, but the video
tutorial is easily available and accessible to
everyone.
Dimensions: 27 x 3 cm cm Thickness: 2,6 mm

Price: € 25.00 (incl. VAT)
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Kyoto bag handle - Copper
da: Miyako Design

Modello: KITMIY-3760136650667

The Kyoto bag handle is a typically Japanese-
inspired handle, with its rings at the two ends that
will let you smoothly wedge the fabric and
therefore quickly do a bag change!
A leather accessory, made in France, that will allow
you to put together a bag in just a few seconds;
with the only addition of a squared piece of fabric
from 90 cm per side and up. It's also removable,
which means that you can concoct as many bags
as you want just by changing the fabric.
Behind Miyako is a firm favorite for Japan and its thousand-
year old concept of furoshiki (a type of traditional Japanese
wrapping cloth traditionally used to transport clothes, gifts,
or other goods) and that's where it gets his inspiration for
the creation of its leather bag handles and straps to use in
the making of DIY bags.
A high-quality product that is also eco-friendly as it uses
non-toxic dyes for the tanning. 
Instructions included are in French, but the video
tutorial is easily available and accessible to
everyone.
Dimensions: 27 x 3 cm cm Thickness: 2,6 mm

Price: € 25.00 (incl. VAT)
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Kyoto bag handle - Vermilion
da: Miyako Design

Modello: KITMIY-3760136650711

The Kyoto bag handle is a typically Japanese-
inspired handle, with its rings at the two ends that
will let you smoothly wedge the fabric and
therefore quickly do a bag change!
A leather accessory, made in France, that will allow
you to put together a bag in just a few seconds;
with the only addition of a squared piece of fabric
from 90 cm per side and up. It's also removable,
which means that you can concoct as many bags
as you want just by changing the fabric.
Behind Miyako is a firm favorite for Japan and its thousand-
year old concept of furoshiki (a type of traditional Japanese
wrapping cloth traditionally used to transport clothes, gifts,
or other goods) and that's where it gets his inspiration for
the creation of its leather bag handles and straps to use in
the making of DIY bags.
A high-quality product that is also eco-friendly as it uses
non-toxic dyes for the tanning. 
Instructions included are in French, but the video
tutorial is easily available and accessible to
everyone.
Dimensions: 27 x 3 cm cm Thickness: 2,6 mm

Price: € 25.00 (incl. VAT)
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